Combinatorial quorum sensing allows bacteria to resolve their social and physical environment
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Quorum sensing (QS) is a cell–cell communication system that controls gene expression in many bacterial species, mediated by diffusible signal molecules. Although the intracellular regulatory mechanisms of QS are often well-understood, the functional roles of QS remain controversial. In particular, the use of multiple signals by many bacterial species poses a serious challenge to current functional theories. Here, we address this challenge by showing that bacteria can use multiple QS signals to infer both their social (density) and physical (mass-transfer) environment. Analytical and evolutionary simulation models show that the detection of, and response to, complex social/physical contrasts requires multiple signals with distinct half-lives and combinatorial (nonadditive) responses to signal concentrations. We test these predictions using the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa and demonstrate significant differences in signal decay between its two primary signal molecules, as well as diverse combinatorial responses to dual-signal inputs. QS is associated with the control of secreted factors, and we show that secretome genes are preferentially controlled by synergistic “AND-gate” responses to multiple signal inputs, ensuring the effective expression of secreted factors in high-density and low mass-transfer environments. Our results support a new functional hypothesis for the use of multiple signals and, more generally, show that bacteria are capable of combinatorial communication.

Bacteria must often make regulatory decisions on the basis of limited information about their external world (1). In many bacteria, these decisions are aided by the secretion and detection of small diffusible molecules, in a process called quorum sensing (QS) (2, 3). QS controls a variety of traits, including pathogen virulence (3) leading to QS interference (2–6) emerging as a control strategy for several bacterial pathogens. The mechanisms underlying production, uptake, and response to these signal molecules are well-understood, but relatively little is known about how quorum sensing contributes to bacterial fitness. Put another way, why do bacteria use QS? The classic adaptive interpretation of QS is that cells produce signal molecules to serve as a proxy for cellular density: more signal implying more bacteria (7–10). Others have argued for a “diffusion-sensing” interpretation, with more signal implying lower rates of mass transfer (diffusion or flow) (11). However, low mass transfer and high cellular density both lead to high signal concentrations, and so these two unknowns—information on the social parameter of cellular density and the asocial mass-transfer rate—are inextricably linked when only one signal is used (12, 13). It is possible that a signal molecule can still provide a reliable indicator of the achievable density of a more costly secreted factor (“efficiency sensing”) (13). However, where investigated, the majority of QS-regulated genes encode nonsecreted gene products (14), and QS is known to control an array of traits in various bacteria that are not directly impacted by mass transfer, such as luminescence, conjugation, or type-3 secretion (10). Even among secretion-related phenotypes, accumulation of a single autoinducer cannot reliably predict the dynamics of secreted products differing in rates of mass transfer or chemical decay or in how they interact with the environment to form beneficial compounds. Here, we argue that, by combinatorially responding to multiple signal molecules with the appropriate molecular properties (differing in chemical decay rates), bacteria can potentially infer the properties of their social and physical environment simultaneously (Fig. S1).

Results

We first analyze a simple mathematical model capturing the extracellular dynamics of auto-inducing signal molecules in a well-mixed environment (Fig. 1 and Fig. S2). The environment contains stationary-phase bacteria at density N contributing to signal production and a mass-transfer rate m causing signal removal (by flow). The extracellular dynamics of signal S are given by $\frac{dS}{dt} = (p + a_s S) N - (m + u_s) S$, where p is baseline production, $a_s$ is the increased production due to autoinduction, and $u_s$ is decay rate. This system leads to a simple threshold behavior defined by the diagonal contours in Fig. 1 ($N = m/a_s + u_s/a_s$), above which production of the molecule increases and below
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Multiple signals enhance fitness in evolving in silico simulations. (For full details of the simulation procedure. www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1319175111)

Fig. 1. Multiple signals allow greater environmental resolution. (A) With one auto-inducing signal molecule, populations can discriminate between two environmental states in density/mass-transfer space (0,1). (B) With two signals, populations can, in principle, discriminate four states ((0,0),(0,1),(1,0), and (1,1)), if one signal (red) is more fragile than the other (blue). Signal-molecule concentration dynamics are given by by $dS/dt = (p + a_j S_j)N - (m + u_j) S_j$, where $N$ is cell density, $p$ is baseline production, $a_j$ is the increased production due to autoinduction, $m$ is mass-transfer rate, and $u_j$ is decay rate. We define a signal to be “ON” (autoinduced) when $S_j$ is above an unstable equilibrium $S^*_1 = N(p$ $m$ $u_j)$, which occurs when $S^*_1$ is negative: that is, when $N > m + u_j$. See SI Text for details.

which it does not. Fig. 1A illustrates the simple scenario where only one autoinducer molecule is used. In the shaded region (labeled “1”) the regulon is on, otherwise (labeled “0”) it is off. With one molecule, there is ambiguity between cellular density and mass-transfer properties, represented by the diagonal threshold contour. In the case of a set of genes best expressed at high bacterial density, variation in mass transfer can cause maladaptive regulation, due to conflation between the effects of density and mass transfer. Now consider a system of two signal molecules. If the properties of decay ($u_1,u_2$) and autoinduction ($a_1,a_2$) have positive covariance ($u_2 > u_1$ and $a_2 > a_1$), then the space of potential environmental states ($m,N$) can be split into four rather than two distinct sectors (Fig. 1B), improving resolution of both the physical and social environment.

We next ask whether appropriate autoinduction and decay-parameter combinations (as in Fig. 1B) can emerge from an evolutionary process. Using individual-based simulations (in silico populations of evolving bacteria) (Fig. 2A), we test whether bacteria can evolve to tune a two-signal system to resolve variation in density and mass transfer into four sectors and respond with appropriate gene expression (Fig. 2A; and see SI Text for details). As predicted, two-signal populations rapidly outperformed the best one-signal strategy (Fig. 2C) by evolving distinct and positively covarying signal half-lives and autoinduction constants (Fig. 2D and Fig. S3), allowing an effective matching of gene expression (Fig. 2B) to environmental targets (Fig. 2A). Fig. 2B illustrates that, in the absence of any constraints on the rate of decay, a sufficiently fragile signal molecule can provide a robust discrimination of density (independent of fluctuations in mass transfer). On the other hand, estimates of mass transfer with a single signal are inherently confounded by variation in density (contrast blue and red thresholds in Fig. 2B). Therefore, in challenges requiring the discrimination of density and mass transfer, combinatorial responses to two physically distinct signals are likely to provide greater resolution. The association between variable environmental challenges and multisignal complexity is supported by the particularly complex multisignal QS found in highly generalist bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Burkholderia thailandensis (3, 15).

We test our principal predictions (differential decay of, and combinatorial responses to, multiple signals) using the opportunistic pathogen P. aeruginosa (16). In this organism, QS regulates a large fraction of the genome, including many secreted factors responsible for virulence (3, 17). To test for differences in signal durabilities, we measured signal decay in a variety of distinct growth environments. The two primary signal molecules of P. aeruginosa are the homoserine lactones $N$-(3-oxododecanoyl)-3-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C12-HSL) and N-butyrylhomoserine lactone (C4-HSL). Although the absolute rates of decay of these molecules differ nearly 10-fold across environments, in each environment, C4-HSL had a half-life approximately twice that of 3-oxo-C12-HSL (Table 1).

To examine responses to distinct environmental signal distributions, we assessed gene-expression level via microarray in a double-signal synthase mutant strain (PAO-JG1) (SI Text) under four signal-addition environments: both signals, one signal (3-oxo-C12 HSL or C4 HSL), or neither. As discussed above, our simulation model had the challenge of discriminating four distinct environments (Fig. 2A), resulting in four distinct regulons (sets of coregulated genes), each controlled by a distinct logic gate (Fig. 2B). We now ask: How many distinct regulons does PAO1 display in combinatorial response to two signal inputs? Using a model-selection approach based on information criteria...
The primary *P. aeruginosa* signal molecules show a robust near twofold difference in decay rate across a diverse set of growth environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>3-Oxo-C12-HSL</th>
<th>C4-HSL</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHI</td>
<td>0.34−0.39</td>
<td>0.17−0.22</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>7.3E−15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB</td>
<td>0.04−0.05</td>
<td>0.02−0.03</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>6.0E−13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>0.07−0.08</td>
<td>0.04−0.05</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>4.4E−11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>0.15−0.17</td>
<td>0.09−0.10</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>3.4E−18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absolute decay rates of 3-oxo-C12-HSL and C4-HSL vary nearly 10-fold across environments, but the rates are tightly correlated between signals, so that C4-HSL is consistently around 1.7-fold more fragile. Decay constants were measured across rich laboratory growth media, plus a defined minimal medium: BHI, KB, LB, and M9, respectively (See SI Text, Signal Half-Life Experiments). Decay rates are represented as the 95% confidence intervals (CI) of proportional decay per hour. The P values indicate a significant difference between the decay rates of 3-oxo-C12-HSL and C4-HSL in that environment (ANOVA Interaction term in a log-linear model). Decay rates were measured using engineered bioreporters, the luminescence of which indicated the concentration of an AHL solution compared with a calibration of known concentrations (Figs. 54 and 55).

(SI Text), we identified 14 quantitatively distinct regulons [95% confidence interval (CI) 12−15] featuring seven qualitatively distinct logic gates (Fig. 3A), highlighting the abundance and diversity of combinatorial responses to multiple signal inputs.

By combining the relative decay properties of the two signal molecules (Table 1) with the combinatorial responses to both signals (Fig. 3A), we can use our model assumptions to infer the environmental targeting for each regulon (Fig. 3B). QS is commonly associated with the control of secreted factors (13), and recent work has demonstrated that secreted factors are likely to be most beneficial under conditions of high density (17). We consider a mathematical model for the dynamics of a secreted digestive enzyme catalyzing the production of a beneficial digestive product and demonstrate (details in SI Text) that, if the digestive product is also subject to removal by mass transfer, then the production of the secreted factor will be most beneficial under high densities, but increasing mass-transfer rates will take an accelerating toll on the concentration of the digestive product (Fig. 4A). We therefore predict that secretome genes will preferentially be under synergistic “AND” gate control, turning on preferentially under the joint influence of both signal molecules to restrict expression to high-density/low-removal environments. In accordance with our functional prediction, we found that, whereas nonsecretome genes show evidence of interference when both signals are present (β = −0.297, SE = 0.061, P < 0.0001), secretome genes show synergistic expression in the presence of both signals (β = 0.522, SE = 0.241, P = 0.0309) (SI Text, Fig. 4B, and Table S1).

Discussion

Despite detailed mechanistic understanding of the intracellular genetic architecture of QS, the functional roles of QS remain controversial (12, 19). We propose a new functional model of “combinatorial QS” and demonstrate theoretically that bacteria can infer both their social (density) and physical (mass-transfer) environment, given combinatorial (nonadditive) responses to multiple signals with distinct half-lives. In support of our theoretical models, we show that *P. aeruginosa* displays diverse combinatorial gene-expression responses to two signals with differential rates of decay and uses a specific AND-gate response rule to limit the expression of costly secreted factors to the most beneficial high-density, low mass-transfer environments.

Our results support the hypothesis that bacteria use combinatorial processing of multiple QS signals to simultaneously match gene expression to both social and physical properties of their environment. However, other hypotheses exist for the functional role of multiple QS signal molecules. The first, inspired by the widespread production of the QS molecule AI-2 across distantly related bacteria, suggests that the ratio between differing QS molecules provides bacteria with information on community composition, as some molecules are produced only by conspecific individuals whereas others are common among species (20). This argument offers a rationale for individuals to monitor generic QS molecules. However, unlike our model, it does not offer a rationale for investment in these molecules, which are arguably better interpreted as by-product cues that may advertise a cell’s presence to competitors instead of being a signal in an evolutionary sense (21). More recently, it has been proposed that, if autoinducers naturally accumulate in a sequential order during single-species population growth, bacteria can distinguish phases in population development from total signal concentration (22, 23). A last possibility is that multiple signals simply allow for multiple thresholds for gene expression if bacteria require information on multiple-density thresholds (24). The latter two alternative adaptive explanations are unlikely to account for the combinatorial logic we observed.

![Fig. 3. *P. aeruginosa* responds combinatorially to multiple signal inputs. (A) The set of QS-regulated genes in *P. aeruginosa* is partitioned into 14 distinct regulons, differentiated by distinct expression patterns across the four signal-addition treatments. The line plots represent the mean-centered and scaled expression profiles for each cluster of genes. Coarse-graining the expression data to discrete on/off states allows assignment of discrete logic-gate families, highlighting the prevalence and diversity of combinatorial processing rules. (B) Combining the distinct combinatorial responses to dual signal inputs with knowledge of relative signal stability (Table 1), we use our model to infer under which population-density and mass-transfer regimes each gene cluster would be expressed. The region plots (B) represent the inferred density/mass transfer target. Gene expression was measured using microarray. Cultures of PAO-JG1 were initiated with either (i) no signals, (ii) 15 μM C4-HSL, (iii) 15 μM 3-oxo-C12-HSL, or (iv) both 15 μM C4-HSL and 15 μM 3-oxo-C12-HSL in shaken cultures of LB broth for 8 h before RNA extraction. Regulon partitioning was achieved via k-means clustering, with selection of cluster number by BIC minimization (Fig. S6). Regulon gene content is detailed in Fig. S7.](https://www.pnas.org/content/117/47/24025/F3.large.jpg)
Bacteria sense a significant amount of environmental information directly (27), but some environmental dimensions require indirect, signal-mediated sensing mechanisms. When multiple molecules are secreted and differentially affected by the environment, the information a bacterium can acquire about its social and physical environment can be greatly increased. The combinatorial use of multiple signals is a hallmark of human language and has recently been recognized in one other primate species (28, 29). Our results show that combinatorial communication has a much broader taxonomic distribution and is computationally achievable in single-celled organisms.

Materials and Methods

Simulation Model. We consider a population of 1,000 strains interacting in clonal, well-mixed groups of variable cellular densities and mass-transfer rates. These in silico bacteria were set the task of matching the expression of four different regulons to appropriate levels of cellular density and mass transfer. Both the decay and autoinduction parameters of each strain’s two signals were allowed to evolve with mutation using a genetic algorithm, with strain fitness decided by the match between gene expression and the environments they experienced. We ran 100 replicate simulations for 3,000 generations of the genetic algorithm, recording strain performance and the evolutionary trajectories of signal-decay rates and autoinduction parameters (see SI Text for further details and parameter values).

Signal Decay. The activity of synthetic N-Acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) was tracked through time in distinct media, using appropriate biosensor strains (pSB536 and pSB1075 for C4-HSL and 3-oxo-C12-HSL, respectively). Biosensor luminescence per cell was calculated as relative light units per optical density at 600 nm and compared with a calibration curve of known 2x serially diluted concentrations to determine AHL concentrations. Decay rates were determined by fitting log-linear models to AHL concentrations over time.

Microarray Experiments. The effects of the different signal molecules were assessed using a double QS synthase mutant of *P. aeruginosa* PA01 las-lsrHII grown at 37 °C in 25 mL of LB broth and 250-ml flasks with shaking at 200 rpm (approximately 2.2 × g) in four treatments: (i) no addition; (ii) 3-oxo-C12-HSL; (iii) C4-HSL; and (iv) both 3-oxo-C12-HSL and C4-HSL. RNA was extracted from each culture after 8 h incubation (late exponential/early stationary phase of growth). Following Quantile normalization, differential expression was identified using Bayesian adjusted t statistics with false discovery rate correction for multiple testing.

Bioinformatic Analysis. The genes in which differential expression was observed were then clustered across the four treatments using k-means clustering of mean standardized expression values. The most likely number of clusters was determined using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). For each cluster, the best fitting on/off (i.e., Boolean) logic gate was identified. Further details of experimental, simulation, and mathematical methodologies are given in SI Text.
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